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The Descent of Kawab and Hetepheres II 
 
Roman Gundacker 
Institute OR(A, Austrian Academy of Sciences 
 
1. Previous Discussion of Kawab’s and Hetepheres II’s Descent 
 
According to the FRPPunis RSiniR, prince Kawab is a son of Cheops.1 This assumption is 
primarily based on G. A. Reisner’s2 conclusions about the location of mastabahs and Tueen’s 
pyramids in the (ast Field and on three relief fragments from mastabah G 7110/20,3 which W. 
S. Smith ingeniously assigned to a scene naming Kawab and his mother Meretites. (arly after 
G. A. Reisner4 had published the first part of his view on the history of the royal family of the 
Fourth Dynasty, substantial critiTue was brought forward by W. Federn.5 Following the latter, 
Kawab should be considered a grandson of Sneferu because, apart from mastabah G 7110/20 
in Gizah, another mastabah at Dahshur bears witness of him.6 (ven though it is now safely 
determined that the two are neither one and the same person nor contemporaries, W. Federn’s 
review has been taken as a starting point for further critical investigation by some scholars 
who came to the conclusion that Kawab was rather a son of Sneferu.7  
Since P. Jinosi’s8 substantial critiTue of G. A. Reisner’s inference of family relations 
by means of tomb positions in the (ast Field, Kawab’s genealogical scene remains the key 
evidence in favour of Cheops having fathered Kawab. More than ten years ago, however, I 
myself put forward several observations concerning Kawab’s genealogical scene,9 which, 
nonetheless, were mostly rejected.10 Despite the fact that a number of aspects of my audacious 
                                                          
  Principal Investigator of the (RC Starting Grant “Challenging Time(s): A 1ew Approach to Written Sources 
for Ancient (gyptian Chronology”, which has received funding from the (uropean Research Council under 
the (uropean 8nion’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, grant agreement no. 757951. The 
results published are solely within the author’s responsibility and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
(uropean Research Council ((RC) or the (uropean Commission, who must not be held responsible for either 
contents or their further use. I would like to thank Melanie Gundacker and Annik Wthrich for their correc-
tions and suggestions. 1eedless to say, all mistakes and errors of fact or judgment are my responsibility alone. 
1  Cf., above all, Reisner (1931: 240-241) & (1942: 28, 373); Smith (1952: 124); Reisner & Smith (1955: 3-9); 
Baer (1960: 140 [no. 513]); Smith (1971: 165-166, 170-171); Schmitz (1976: 55-57, 66); Porter & Moss 
(1928-2012: III.2 187); Simpson (1978: 1-2); Strudwick (1986: 146 [no. 140]); Baud (1999: II 586-587 [no. 
230]); Schneider (2002: 100); Dessoudeix (2008: 62-63); Dodson (2010: 58); Stadelmann (2010); Callender 
(2011: 71-79); hesitant also Junker (1929±1955: II 36); Martin-Pardey (1980: 378-379 [with n. 1]). 
2  Cf. Reisner (1931: 239-242) and the discussion in H[tHnsR in Reisner (1942). 
3  Smith (1952: 114 [fig. 2], 124-125); Reisner & Smith (1955: 6 [with n. 9], fig. 9); Simpson (1978: 3-4, 8, pl. 
VII (c)-(e), fig. 13); cf. Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 187).  
4  Reisner (1927), (1927a), (1929) & (1931: 240-241). 
5  Federn (1934) & (1935). 
6  Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 893); de Morgan (1895-1903: II 23 [fig. 53]); James (1961: 10, pl. X); 
=iegler (1979); Stadelmann & Alexanian (1998: 314); Gundacker (2006: 153-172); cf. also Baer (1960: 145 
[no. 534]); Schmitz (1976: 39); Strudwick (1986: 151-153 [no. 148]); Baud (1999: II 592 [no. 238]). 
7  Jinosi (2005: 101-103); Gundacker (2006: 265-270, 275-284, 298) & (2008: 28-30, 34-37). 
8  Jinosi (2005: 58-60, 84-100); cf. also Lehner (1985: 41-42, 51-59, 72-74); Callender (2012). 
9  Gundacker (2006: 265-270, 275-284, 298) & (2008: 28-30, 34-37). 
10  Cf., above all, Stadelmann (2010: 299 [n. 19]); Callender (2011: 71-79). 
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reconstruction of the lineage of the Fourth Dynasty11 do reTuire revision in the light of recent 
discoveries,12 I assume that the basic critiTue of W. S. Smith’s reconstruction and G. A. 
Reisner’s deductions remains valid as shall be demonstrated in this article. 
 
2. The Relief Fragments Commonly Attributed to Kawab’s Genealogical Scene 
 
During the excavations in 1924, three relief fragments were discovered, which W. S. Smith13 
united to form a single scene. 8nfortunately, the precise findspots of all three fragments are 
not known, although the excavation diaries allow for a rough approximation. According to the 
records,14 excavations were carried out in the street in front of mastabah G 7110/20 and in the 
chapel of Kawab (G 7120) on 24th December 1924: 
 
“Street G 7100, front of G 7120, G 7120 X. The clearing of G 7100 street has reached 
the lowest level south of the chapel G 7120 and we are working on the lower levels in 
the chapel and on the higher levels north of chapel.” 
 
Judging from the registration numbers assigned to those three fragments (frag. 24-12-1000, 
frag. 24-12-1002, frag. 24-12-1122), they must have been found on 24th December 1924. It is 
thus possible that they were discovered inside of Kawab’s chapel, but they may eTually well 
have been found in the G 7100 street east of mastabah G 7110/20. It is unknown according to 
what principles the registration numbers were assigned, but in case they mirror the seTuence 
or time of discovery, frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 must have been found in close 
proximity to each other while frag. 24-12-1122 belonged to another findspot.  
1evertheless it must be stated that the findspots cannot be taken as indisputable proof 
for the original location of the reliefs, because mastabah G 7110/20 has suffered from later 
(be it Ramesside or medieval)15 stone robbery stripping it off of its fine limestone casing with 
devastating effects for the chapels. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that, in the 19th 
and early in the 20th century, insufficiently documented excavations were carried out near 
                                                          
11  Gundacker (2006: 103-314, 371-372), (2008) & (2010). 
12  Cf., e.g., the Wadi el-Jarf papyri which date Anchhaef’s vizierate to the end of Cheops’ reign (Tallet 2017). 
13  Smith (1952: 114 [fig. 2], 124-125); Reisner & Smith (1955: 6 [with n. 9], fig. 9); Simpson (1978: 3-4, 8, pl. 
VII (c)-(e), fig. 13); cf. Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 187).  
14  Reisner (1924: XI 99-100); cf. also section 4 argument (3) further below. 
15  It is unknown how much Ramesside looting of building materials may have impacted on Gizah and its necro-
poleis, but if J. Milek’s (1992) suggestion is correct that Chaemwaset’s restoration programme was mainly 
carried out in order to compensate previous devastation, a statue of Kawab (Gomaj 1973: 84, 119 [fig. 19], 
pl. 4, cf. also the remarks in section 5 further below), which he recovered and transferred to the temple of 
Ptah at Memphis, may reTuire assessment from a new perspective (for the Memphite area in the Ramesside 
era, cf. Kitchen 1991; Snape 2011 & 2017). Whether medieval Tuarrying continued Ramesside destruction or 
should be held responsible alone is unclear, but it is easy to imagine that the search for building material for 
the medieval Arabian monuments of Cairo contributed to the damage seen with G 7110/20 (cf., e.g., 
Stadelmann 2010: 296). As opposed to this, G. A. Reisner’s (1927a, 1931: 240-241; cf. also Smith 1942: 
523-524; Reisner & Smith 1955: 8-9) theory of intentional demolition of some tombs at Gizah, among them 
mastabah G 7110/20, as part of a family feud can no longer be supported (cf., e.g., Jinosi 2005: 59-64, 101, 
105, 231-232, 434 [with further references]; there is no trace left of this theory in more recent works on the 
royal family of the Fourth Dynasty, e.g., Baud 1999; Callender 2011). 
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Cheops’ pyramid in the (ast Field which whirled around debris and, perhaps, unrecognised 
fragments.16 As a result of all those activities, some fragments have been relocated and found 
in findspots which can be identified as secondary (tertiary). One such example is frag. 26-3-
76suppl., which has been found in the chapel of 1efretkau (G 7130) but bears remains of 
Kawab’s name and is thus best assigned to Kawab’s chapel (G 7120) opposite the street.17 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: From left to right: frag. 24-12-1000, frag. 24-12-1002, frag. 24-12-1122;  
all three relief fragments were found near mastabah G 7110/20 (drawing by L. Majerus) 
 
Frag. 24-12-1000 shows the foot, presumably of a woman, as can be inferred from the straight 
leg and the close-fitting dress. The inscription in front of this figure reads mc c n ^wj=f-wj, but 
it is unclear whether the “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) should be taken as a complement of 
mcj “to give birth” or as a word of its own, most likely the dependent pronoun cj “her”.  
 Frag. 24-12-1002 depicts on the left hand side the womb and the upper ends of the 
thighs of a woman with a hand behind. There is another hand, obviously from a second figure, 
on the right hand side. In between the two figures facing each other, remains of an inscription 
can be seen which give a woman’s name (&rjj.t-jtj=c) and portions of her titles. 
The third fragment, frag. 24-12-1122, displays the vestiges of three hieroglyphs, the 
upper two of which face left and can be assigned to Kawab’s name [$A=j-w]67.j, whose figure 
would be expected on the right hand side of his name, whereas the lowermost hieroglyph, a 
“pintail duck” (Gardiner G 39), faces right and most likely formed part of a title containing 
the word sA “son” or sA.t “daughter”. This lowermost hieroglyph opened the caption of a 
second figure on the left hand side, which must have been depicted face to face with the other. 
 
3. W. S. Smith’s Reconstruction of Kawab’s Genealogical Scene 
 
It is easy to imagine that W. S. Smith18 was enthusiastic about including all three fragments in 
a single scene since two of them indicate two facing figures (frag. 24-12-1000, frag. 24-12-
1122) and the third displays an inscription relating the birth of someone to Cheops (frag. 24-
12-1000). 1evertheless, W. S. Smith remained somewhat hesitant whether all three fragments 
came from one and the same relief because he could not succeed in providing a convincing 
                                                          
16  Cf. G. A. Reisner’s (1924: XI 99) entry in the excavation diary for 24th December 1924, when work was done 
in and around the chapel of Kawab (G 7120): “The upper deposits of debris over this whole area have been 
broken and mixed by recent excavations.” 
17  Simpson (1978: 18, pl. XXIX, fig. 23). Or was there a depiction of Kawab in the chapel of his sister-in-law" 
18  Smith (1952: 114 [fig. 2], 124-125); Reisner & Smith (1955: 6 [with n. 9], fig. 9); Simpson (1978: 3-4, 8, pl. 
VII (c)-(e), fig. 13); cf. Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 187). 
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restoration of the inscription involving both frag. 24-12-1122 and frag. 24-12-1002.19 More 
basically, the entire reconstruction of the relief is based on the observation20 that the figure on 
the right hand side must have been depicted with the right hand hanging in front, which is 
indicative of a man. Accordingly, the scene must depict Kawab, the tomb owner, and his 
mother facing each other. In view of that, it was also reasonable to assign the unwieldy frag. 
24-12-1122 to this scene. As a result, the following reconstruction was proposed (fig. 2): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: The genealogical scene depicting Kawab and his mother after W. S. Smith  
(originally published in Reisner & Smith 1955: fig. 9   Simpson 1978: fig. 13; 
drawing by L. Majerus, first published in Gundacker 2006: 467 [fig. 48a]   2008: 28 [fig. 5]) 
                                                          
19  W. S. Smith expressed his hesitation already in 1952, when he offered a reconstruction only comprising frag. 
24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 (Smith 1952: 114 [fig. 2], 124 [n. 16]). Three years later, he thought that 
this hesitation might be overcome with an improved reconstruction of the inscription (Reisner & Smith 1955: 
6 [with n. 9], fig. 9). However, this actually has never been achieved. In 1978, W. K. Simpson repeated the 
problems when joining all three fragments in a single scene (Simpson 1978: 3-4, 8, pl. VII (c)-(e), fig. 13), 
but, despite that, the version comprising all three fragments has become a general point of reference. 
20  Smith (1952: 124 [n. 16]). 
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Rather soon, this reconstruction was criticised because of the unusual and unparalleled title 
sA.t n-r=c “daughter of her god” by B. Schmitz21 and many others.22 V. G. Callender23 finally 
provided a convincing solution and suggested to read (Hm.t-n-r ZAj-sp=f “priestess of Tjay-
sepef”24 instead. This alteration necessitated further changes, above all to exclude frag. 24-12-
1122 because the “bull on divine standard” (Gardiner ( 1  R 12var.) reTuires more space and 
does not fit the traces of a “pintail duck” (Gardiner G 39) on this very fragment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: The genealogical scene depicting Kawab and his mother after W. S. Smith in  
V. G. Callender’s adaption (Smith 1952: 114 [fig. 2]; Callender 2011: 76 [fig. 40]) 
 
V. G. Callender thus returned to W. S. Smith’s more cautious version with a few additional 
changes. The most obvious modification is the reduction of space between frag. 24-12-1000 
                                                          
21  Schmitz (1976: 135-136). 
22  Seipel (1980: 99); Troy (1986: 98); Callender (1992: III 44) & (2011: 72); Baud (1999: II 469 [no. 85]); Roth 
(2001: 481); Gundacker (2006: 266-267) & (2008: 24). L. Kuchman Sabbahy’s (1982: 52) conjecture wr.t-
Htc “great of favour” was met with proper scepticism by V. G. Callender (2011: 72), because this would not 
fit the clearly discernible traces of the “cloth wound on a pole, emblem of divinity” (Gardiner R 8). 
23  Callender (1992: III fig. 8 [after p. 43]) & (2011: 72-73 [with fig. 38], 78). 
24  For this deity, cf. Helck (1986); Leitz (2002-2003: VII 459). 
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and frag. 24-12-1002. However, it is impossible to move those fragments that close together 
because space would be insufficient for accommodating one group of full height hieroglyphs, 
but space would be too much for assuming a blank (fig. 3). Furthermore, the Tueen’s titles 
and name would appear strangely crowded in view of the adjoining void, and W. S. Smith’s 
brilliant conjecture mw.t=f “his mother”, which closely follows the genealogical scene of 
Chaefchufu I,25 would find no space. As a conseTuence, we would have to judge the phrase 
mcjj[.t] n ^wj=f-wj as a participial epithet of the Tueen herself, who thus were a daughter of 
Cheops (“who was born to Cheops”). We can thus exclude this attempt of repositioning the 
fragments and follow W. S. Smith who suggested a distance of about one hieroglyphic sTuare 
between frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 in order to accommodate his conjecture. 
 In addition, W. Seipel26 and V. G. Callender27 Tuestioned the title xrp.t cSmtj.w Sn.t 
“director of the butchers of the Acacia sanctuary”28 because the “tree” (Gardiner M 1) and the 
“sceptre of authority” (Gardiner S 42) are positioned atop the “knife-sharpener as carried by 
butcher (Old Kingdom)” (Gardiner T 33), the latter sign is unexpectedly reversed, and the 
anticipated determinative of Sn.t “Acacia sanctuary”, a “house” (Gardiner O 1), must be 
missing. However, it is not uncommon that the “tree” (Gardiner M 1) and the “sceptre of 
authority” (Gardiner S 42) precede the rest of this title as is demonstrated by attestations of 
this title for Tueen Hetepheres II29 and Tueen Chamerernebti II.30 It also should be noted that, 
in the scene from G 7110/20, the Tueen’s name and the preserved parts of her titles are tightly 
arranged due to space constraints. Reversing the “knife-sharpener as carried by butcher (Old 
Kingdom)” (Gardiner T 33) was thus a clever and elegant way to utilise efficiently the space 
available and to avoid a collision with the “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) of the name Meret-
ites.31 As part of the Tueens’ title xrp.t cSmtj.w Sn.t “director of the butchers of the Acacia 
sanctuary”, the “house” (Gardiner O 1) indeed is customarily found. 1evertheless, on the one 
hand, it is missing from all writings of this title of Hetepheres I32 and it is usually missing in 
the simple designation of butchers assigned to this institution.33 Therefore, the missing deter-
minative should not be taken as an unsurmountable obstacle. If need be, one might speculate 
whether the lack of space resulted in placing the “house” (Gardiner O 1) at the very beginning 
of this title and in grouping it together with the “tree” (Gardiner M 1) in a compound like , 
the kind of which is well known from  prw-6nx “µhouse of life’, temple library”34 etc. 
                                                          
25  Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26). 
26  Seipel (1980: 99). 
27  Callender (2011: 72). 
28  For this title, cf. Fischer (1960: 179-190); (del (1970); Baud (1999: I 342-343); Callender (2011: 163, 329). 
29  Apart from the determinative of the “house” (Gardiner O 1), the writing of this title of Hetepheres II in G 
7530sub, the rock tomb of her daughter Meresanch III (Reisner 1927a: 67 [fig. 5]; Dunham & Simpson 1974: 
fig. 7), is exactly the same as that conjecturally restored by W. S. Smith. 
30  Cf. the depiction of this Tueen and her son, Chuenre, in the latter’s tomb (M41, Reisner 1934: 11 [fig. 10]). 
31  (xamples for this kind of reversal due to practical reasons of space constraints can be found all throughout 
the Old Kingdom, cf., e.g., the “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) in the title Hr.j-cStA “privy councillor” on the 
jamb of a door or false-door of 4edshepses from SaTTarah (de Morgan 1895-1903: I 13 [fig. 13]). 
32  Reisner & Smith (1955: pl. 28-29 [carrying chair], fig. 40 [lid of inlaid box]). 
33  Cf. the collection of examples provided by Fischer (1960: 181-184) starting with Metjen (Fischer 1960: pl. 
XLVIII); for further examples, cf. attestations recorded by Hannig (2003: 1314). 
34  Gardiner (1938); Gundacker (in print); for Old Kingdom attestations, cf. Hannig (2003: 451). 
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4. An Alternative Reconstruction of the Scene: The Descent of Hetepheres II 
 
Apart from minor (ortho)graphic details discussed on the previous pages, for which plausible 
explanations can be found, the reconstructions of W. S. Smith and of V. G. Callender face a 
number of fundamental difficulties, which make me doubt the depiction of Kawab:35 
(1)  (ven though two of the fragments display two figures facing each other (frag. 24-12-
1000, frag. 24-12-1122) and the inscription on the third mentions the birth of someone 
to Cheops (frag. 24-12-1000), there is no direct join between any two of the three frag-
ments (frag. 24-12-1000, frag. 24-12-1002, frag. 24-12-1122). It is thus impossible to 
demonstrate convincingly that they all fit into a single scene,36 even though it would be 
surprising if the three fragments would belong to three different scenes. This problem is 
less urgent when only frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 are assigned to one and 
the same scene as is the case in W. S. Smith’s more cautious and V. G. Callender’s re-
construction. If this be accepted, there remains one paramount Tuestion which has never 
been asked: What to do with frag. 24-12-1122" Were there two genealogical scenes 
stating the descent of Kawab, and if so, why" Or was there one for Hetepheres II" 
 (2) W. S. Smith37 observed that, on frag. 24-12-1002, the figure on the right hand side, the 
child of the figure on the left hand side, was represented with the right hand hanging in 
front. Since this is the usual pose of a man, the depicted child must be Kawab. This 
observation has never been Tuestioned, but it must not be accepted without further 
discussion. It is true that most high-ranking women, whenever they were depicted in a 
standing posture, display one arm raised to the chest, be it with the hand empty or 
holding a sceptre,38 or to the nose in order to smell a lotus blossom.39 But already the 
Fourth Dynasty does know of examples of standing women with both arms hanging.40 It 
is thus possible that the hand on the right edge of frag. 24-12-1002 belonged to the 
representation of a daughter, not a son, of Meretites. The distribution of the hieroglyphs 
on frag. 24-12-1002 unambiguously indicates that Tueen Meretites, the mother depicted 
on the left hand side, was shown with one arm raised. Since mother and daughter were 
not of eTual rank ± the earlier a king’s wife, the latter married to prince Kawab ±, the 
rare posture of the daughter with both arms hanging could express her subordinate state.   
(3) As mentioned further above, the excavation diaries do not record the exact findspot for 
any of the three fragments (frag. 24-12-1000, frag. 24-12-1002, frag. 24-12-1122), 41 but 
they do state that the stratification at Kawab’s chapel (G 7120) and in the G 7100 street 
                                                          
35  The core of the subseTuently presented observations has been presented in my magisterial dissertation and a 
subseTuent article (Gundacker 2006: 266-268 & 2008: 28-29). 
36  Cf. already Schmitz (1976: 135-136). 
37  Smith (1952: 124 [n. 16]). 
38  Cf., e.g., depictions of Meresanch III and of her mother Hetephers II in G 7530sub (Dunham & Simpson 
1974: fig. 3a, 6, 7); cf. also the material collected by Harpur (1987) and Flentye (2006). 
39  Cf., e.g., depictions of Meresanch III in G 7530sub (Dunham & Simpson 1974: fig. 3b, 12); cf. also the 
material collected by Harpur (1987) and Flentye (2006). 
40  Cf., e.g., depictions of Djefatsen, wife of Pehenwika (Lepsius 1849-1913: II pl. 46; Harpur 1987: fig. 188) or 
of Chaemsechem’s wife in G 7660 (Flentye 2006: pl. 107-108; Porter & Moss 1928-2012: III.2 201-202). 
41  Cf. section 2 further above. For displaced fragments from G 7110/20, cf. Simpson (1978: 4). 
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was disturbed and the debris mixed by earlier excavations. It is thus impossible to say 
whether a specific fragment has been found near its original placement or whether it lay 
further off from where it came, e.g., from the chapel of Hetepheres II (G 7110).42 As a 
matter of fact, one has to admit that it is highly unlikely that all three fragments came 
from Hetepheres II’s chapel (G 7110) as long as there is no plausible explanation for a 
supposed transfer of a large Tuantity of relief fragments. The only possibility I can think 
of would be a workshop near Kawab’s chapel (G 7120) from the time of the removal of 
the limestone blocks,43 but the records provide no evidence in favour of such a proposal. 
It is therefore practically certain that frag. 24-12-1122 originated in Kawab’s chapel (G 
7120). However, the case is different with frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002. On 
the one hand, frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 must have been found in one of 
the upper stratigraphic layers, which were disturbed by earlier activity, according to 
their registration numbers. Moreover, if the registration numbers indicate that those two 
fragments belonged to a single findspot, they may have found their way from Hetep-
heres II’s chapel (G 7110) together. If so, one would expect that they were found rather 
in the G 7100 street than in Kawab’s chapel (G 7120). On the other hand, the com-
parably large size of frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 renders their displacement 
rather unlikely and speaks in favour of an origin in Kawab’s chapel (G 7120). After all, 
the archaeological data is insufficient to draw definitive conclusions on this matter. 
The north and south chapels of a mastabah with two burial apartments are often 
assigned to the tomb owner (south) and his wife (north) much too mechanically.44 (ven 
if, in this instance, it could be shown that the northern chapel (G 7110) was exclusively 
dedicated to the mortuary cult of Hetepheres II and the southern chapel (G 7120) solely 
to that of Kawab, it would be no surprise to find depictions of the spouses in either 
chapel, in particular in Kawab’s much more spacious cult installation. And, indeed, the 
presence of Kawab’s wife in his chapel (G 7120) is proved by several fragments:  
Frag. 24-12-1125,45 which is assigned to the west wall of the doorway connecting the 
portico (D) with chamber (C) by W. S. Smith and W. K. Simpson, shows an 
inscription [Htp rj.w #npw …] wcr[.tj] Spcc.tj xr n-r-6A “[A boon which Anubis 
gives …]46 so that [she] may become powerful47 and noble before the Great God” 
                                                          
42  V. G. Callender’s (2011: 77 [with n. 34]) emphatic statements “that these fragments were discovered in Ka-
wab’s chapel, not the chapel of his wife: therefore, it would be strange to have the Tueen not facing the tomb 
owner: one would expect that she would be facing her son, not her (probable) daughter” and “… it is more 
likely that the fragment came from the wall beside the place where Reisner found it.” is thus not in line with 
the excavation records. W. K. Simpson’s (1978: 3) wording “To the southern faoade [scil. of the interior 
chapel, i.e. room (A)] Smith has assigned three fragments …” proves that the findspot of all three fragments 
was unknown to him and that W. S. Smith conjecturally placed the relief following Chaefchufu I’s example. 
43  In Meidum, a Ramesside storing place was found which was directly connected to the dismantling of the 
limestone casing of the pyramid, cf. Posener-Kripger (1991: 17-21); Verner (2001: 368-369).  
44  Cf. Callender (2002); Jinosi (2002). 
45  Simpson (1978: 2, pl. V (a), fig. 5 (B), 10 (A)). 
46  For the core of the offering formula, cf. Lapp (1986: §§ 1-58). 
47  The “bread” (Gardiner X 1) of the pseudoparticipial desinence of wcr.tj is lost, but the peculiar edge under 
the “head and neck of a canine animal” (Gardiner F 12) and the “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) may be ex-
plained as the result of a “bread” (Gardiner X 1) breaking away. The grammar of this formula (Lapp 1986: 
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which, no doubt, displays the desinence of the third person feminine singular of 
the pseudoparticiple Spcc.tj and thus must refer to Hetepheres II, not to Kawab.  
On frag. 24-12-859,48 a few hieroglyphs have been preserved which most probably 
come from a caption [… Hm.t=f mrjj].t=f [sA.t nj]cw[t @tp-Hr=c] “[… his wife 
whom] he lo[ves, the] kin[g’s daughter Hetepheres II]”.49 This fragment may have 
belonged to room (A), where, to the right of the false door, Kawab is depicted 
with a son before him at his feet and his wife behind him (preserved in situ).50  
According to W. S. Smith’s and W. K. Simpson’s reconstruction,51 frag. 24-12-861, 
which belongs to the western portion of the north wall of room (B), displays 
traces of a caption of Kawab’s wife [… Hm.t=f m]rjj.t=f … “[… his wife whom] he 
loves …”.52 However, this suggestion must be judged with due caution. If the 
traces at the lower edge do represent a “mouth” (Gardiner D 21), one might alter-
natively suggest the formula [… x]r jtj=f “[… be]fore his father”53 which would 
have to refer to Kawab. Since this particular epithet is found nowhere else in the 
remains of mastabah G 7110/20, W. S. Smith’s and W. K. Simpson’s original sug-
gestion that this refers to the wife of Kawab, Hetepheres II, appears much more 
appealing. Be this as it may, in view of the reconstruction of the entire ensemble 
of scenes54 it seems very likely that frag. 24-12-861 should be lifted up in order to 
allow for the accommodation of an additional line with the name of either Hetep-
heres II or Kawab; at the same time, this would permit to insert a line with titles 
above Kawab’s name on frag. 24-12-1128. This instance thus remains uncertain. 
To sum up, it is irrelevant for the identification of the figure on the right hand side of 
frag. 24-12-1002 whether frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 were discovered in or 
near Kawab’s chapel (G 7120) or not and whether they formed part of the decoration 
programme of this cult installation or not. But even in case all three fragments (frag. 24-
12-1000, frag. 24-12-1002, frag. 24-12-1122) formed part of the relief decoration of 
Kawab’s chapel (G 7120), one can find sufficient remains of representations of Hetep-
heres II in it in order to argue a genealogical scene of hers for this chapel. 
(4)  One of the most striking features of W. S. Smith’s reconstructions55 is that he did not 
attempt at completing the cartouche around Cheops’ name on frag. 24-12-1000. In my 
magisterial dissertation,56 I indicated that this would have been impossible because the 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
§339) is evident in the light of further examples found in the chapels of Chaefchufu I (G 7140), … wcr.j 
Spcc.j … “… so that he may become powerful and noble …” (Simpson: 1978: 10, pl. XV (b), fig. 25), and of 
Meresanch III (G 7530sub), … Ax.tj Spcc.tj … “… so that she may become transfigured and noble …” (Simp-
son 1974: pl. II, fig. 3b). For further examples of this early kind of formulae, cf. Lapp (1986: § 339). 
48  Simpson (1978: fig. 15). 
49  Gundacker (2006: 277) & (2008: 34). 
50  Simpson (1978: 4, pl. VII (a), fig. 5, 15). 
51  Simpson (1978: 2, pl. V (b), fig. 10 (C)). 
52  This view is supported by Flentye (2006: 48). 
53  Cf. Junker (1929-1955: I 33-34); Schmitz (1976: 65-79). 
54  Simpson (1978: 2, pl. V (b), fig. 10 (C)). 
55  Smith (1952: 114 [fig. 2], 124-125); Reisner & Smith (1955: 6 [with n. 9], fig. 9); Simpson (1978: 3-4, 8, pl. 
VII (c)-(e), fig. 13); cf. Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 187).  
56  Gundacker (2006: 267) & (2008: 29). 
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cartouche would strike the foot of Kawab, which found V. G. Callender’s57 agreement. 
An additional problem, which neither of them noticed, is the fact that in a reconstruction 
of the scene embracing all three fragments, Kawab would be mentioned without any 
title. This appears doubtful at any rate, and, when compared to the genealogical scene of 
Chaefchufu I,58 this is rendered impossible because one would expect to find the title sA-
njcwt “king’s son” (or a variant of it) with the child (son). Both these problems, but spe-
cifically that with the cartouche, render either reconstruction of W. S. Smith unfeasible. 
V. G. Callender59 drew attention to some closely related details which disprove 
W. S. Smith’s approach. According to her observations, W. S. Smith had rotated frag. 
24-12-1000 clockwise and frag. 24-12-1002 counterclockwise for unknown reasons. As 
a result, the inscriptions of both fragments appeared slanting and the hand of the figure 
on the right hand side was placed higher up from the base line than the hand of Tueen 
Meretites.60 She thus corrected the positioning of either fragment and moved them 
closer together with the result that Kawab’s foot and the cartouche do not touch each 
other and that the hands of both figures start at eTual distance from the base line (cf. fig. 
3). However, I am not sure that both hands must start at exactly the same height. In the 
tomb of 1ebemachet, a son of Meresanch III,61 the hand of his wife, who is standing 
behind him, starts slightly lower than her husband’s hand. The same holds true for the 
genealogical scene of Chaefchufu I62 the hand of whose mother starts a bit closer to the 
base line than her son’s hand as the bracelets on their wrists demonstrate. However, the 
hand of the wife of Chaemsechem,63 who, again, is standing behind her husband, starts 
slightly higher than the hand of her husband.  
Besides, the scene after V. G. Callender looks strange for several reasons. Above 
all, Tueen Meretites on the left hand side appears unexpectedly small in relation to her 
then oversized hand on frag. 24-12-1002. Furthermore, Kawab on the right hand side 
looks bigger and sturdier than his mother to such an extent that it appears incredible SHU 
sH and, in particular, when compared to the genealogical scene of Chaefchufu I and his 
mother.64 In addition, Kawab’s representation appears bent forward to a certain degree. 
The rotation of frag. 24-12-1002 has obviously gone so far that the inscription now is 
sloping to the right hand side and that the limiting line of the scene on the left hand side, 
behind Tueen Meretites, has become obliTue. Also, we should keep in mind that the 
space between frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 does not allow for the insertion of 
text although it is much too big to be accepted as a blank space.65 The supposed correc-
tions thus cannot emend the deficiencies of W. S. Smith’s reconstructions adeTuately. 
                                                          
57  Callender (2011: 77). 
58  Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26). 
59  Callender (2011: 77). 
60  Since V. G. Callender’s (2011: 77) remarks on the outline of Meretites’ dress on frag. 24-12-1000 tackle a 
convention which, as she states, “seldom” knows exceptions, this detail need not be discussed here further. 
61  LG 86 (Lepsius 1849-1913: II pl. 13; Hassan 1932-1960: IV 140 [fig. 81], pl. XXXVIII). 
62  Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26). 
63  G 7660 (Flentye 2006: pl. 107-108; Porter & Moss 1928-2012: III.2 201-202). 
64  Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26). 
65  Cf. section 3 further above. 
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(5) The firmest piece of evidence against the postulate of a male (Kawab) on the right hand 
side of this scene, which I had stated for the first time in my magisterial dissertation,66 is 
certainly a grammatical one. In Chaefchufu I’s67 roughly contemporaneous genealogical 
scene, the caption of his mother reads  
mw.t=f mcj.t cw mA.t @rw t1 wr.t-[Htc wr.t-Hsw.t /// ///] “his mother, who has given birth 
to him, she who beholds Horus and Seth, she great [of favour, she great of praise /// 
///]”. It is noteworthy that the participle mcj.t “(she) who has given birth” is only spelled 
with “three foxes’ skins tied together” (Gardiner F 31) and a “bread” (Gardiner X 1) but 
without a “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) as phonetic complement. The participial phrase 
is worded straight forward without elliptical omissions and thus exhibits the dependent 
pronoun cw “him” as the accusative object of the verb (participle), and one would 
expect a pursuant scene and caption in mastabah G 7110/20. On fragment 24-12-1000, 
however, the text goes  with the “bread” (Gardiner X 1) safely re-
stored because of the distance between the other hieroglyphs. In case a son is restored, 
three peculiarities become salient: First, the participle mcj.t “(she) who has given birth” 
is written with a “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) as phonetic complement. Second, the 
dependent personal pronoun cw “him” is missing. Third, the father of the child is explic-
itly stated, which is uncommon in case of a prince or princess. The first and second ir-
regularity are easy to resolve if the participle mcj.t “(she) who has given birth” is ac-
cepted to comprise “three foxes’ skins tied together” (Gardiner F 31) and a “bread” 
(Gardiner X 1) and if the “folded cloth” (Gardiner S 29) is not viewed as a phonetic 
complement, but as the dependent personal pronoun cj “her”.68 Accordingly, the genea-
logical scene covering frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 must be viewed as an il-
lustration of a daughter’s descent, which, in this context, must be Hetepheres II.  
As it seems, J. P. Allen drew the same conclusion at approximately the same time 
as I did. He must have considered the commonly accepted reading as flawed and must 
have understood the dependent personal pronoun cj “her” instead. However, his analysis 
has not been published, and I know of it only from a short reference by L. A. Flentye:69  
 
“Allen considers the translation of the inscription to be incorrect, so that Meretites 
might actually be facing her daughter, Hetepheres II.” 
 
As a matter of fact, Hetepheres II mentions her own father for a second time in the 
chapel of her daughter Meresanch III (G 7530sub):  
mw.t=c wr.t-Htc @tp-Hr=c sA.t njcwt-7jt ^wj=f-wj “her (scil. Meresanch III’s) mother, she 
                                                          
66  Gundacker (2006: 267-268) & (2008: 29). 
67  Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26). Given that the restoration of the titles is correct, the name of the 
Tueen, which unfortunately is lost, can only cover two hieroglyphic sTuares. 
68  Very rarely, the dependent pronoun cw “him” is attested in a defective writing comprising only the “folded 
cloth” (Gardiner S 29). However, in the Old Kingdom, the examples of this extraordinary spelling are con-
fined to the usage of cw as the copula in a rare type of substantival sentences (Gundacker 2010a & 2016; for 
the 1ew Kingdom, cf., e.g., Gomaj 1973: 67 [n. b]) and thus cannot be assumed in the present case. 
69  Flentye (2006: 50). 
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great of favour, Hetepheres, the daughter of the King of 8pper and Lower (gypt 
Cheops”.70 In the very same scene, her daughter, Meresanch III, is referred to as 
 sA.t=c mrjj.t=c mA.t @rw t1 wr.t-Htc &rj-cj-6nx “her 
daughter, whom she loves, she who beholds Horus and Seth, she great of favour, Meres-
anch”. And again, the father, this time of Meresanch III, is mentioned (  …  
jtj=c … $A=j-w67.j “her father … Kawab”), which finds a plausible explanation when the 
descent of Meresanch III is viewed in the light of the title sA.t-njcwt nj.t 1.t=f “king’s 
daughter of his body”71 which she bore. Since for the mother of Meresanch III, Hetep-
heres II, the titles of a Tueen are amply attested, she obviously must have wedded a king 
after her marriage with Kawab. This king as Meresanch III’s stepfather ± Redjedef ac-
cording to the FRPPunis RSiniR ±, must have granted her the title of a princess. There-
fore, it became necessary to state explicitly her (biological) father, i.e., Kawab.72 It is 
thus reasonable to assume that a similarly complicated family situation urged Hetep-
heres II to mention her own (biological) father in the chapel of her daughter Meresanch 
III (G 7530sub), and in her own genealogical scene from mastabah G 7110/20.  
The key evidence for understanding why the father of Meretites’ child is given in 
the scene of descent from mastabah G 7110/20 (frag. 24-12-1000) is the so-called stela 
of Meretites.73 This monument, which unfortunately is now lost and has been recorded 
only insufficiently, showed two exceptional titles:  wr.t-Htc nj.t nfr[w] 
“she great of favour of Sneferu”,  wr.t-Htc nj.t ^wj=f-[wj] “she great of 
favour of Cheops”. It is clear right from the beginning, that the “club used by fullers in 
washing” (Gardiner 8 36) must stand for another hieroglyph, most likely the similar 
and otherwise extremely rare hieroglyph usually found with the word Htc “favour” (“a 
kind of sceptre” (Gardiner S 168 and variants)). V. G. Callender74 proposed an entirely 
different interpretation and read wr.t-Hm.wt-nfrw “greatest of the priests of Sneferu” 
and wr.t-Hm.wt-^wj=f-wj “greatest of the priests of Cheops” instead. She assumed that 
the common title Hm.t-n-r “priestess” was abbreviated with the king’s name supple-
menting n-r “god” and that the genitival adjective nj.t was the result of a slip of memory 
of (. de Rougp and A. Mariette, thus never forming part of the text. However, it seems 
Tuestionable to posit an otherwise unparalleled title in order to avoid a simple emenda-
tion which is based on the confusion of two similarly looking hieroglyphs during the 
early phases of (gyptology, when the identification of certain hieroglyphs was still de-
manding. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that some officials combined their 
titles with the names of kings via indirect genitives75 in order to express that they held 
those titles during the reigns of several kings. (xamples include, among others, an offi-
                                                          
70  Dunham & Simpson (1974: pl. IV, fig. 4).  
71  Dunham & Simpson (1974: 25). 
72  Cf. in general and for further references Dunham & Simpson (1974: SDssiP); Schmitz (1976: 46-48, 109-
113); Baud (1999: II 461-463 [no. 76]); Gundacker (2006: 265-270) & (2008); Callender (2011: 119-129). 
73  de Rougp (1866: 37-39) & (1877-1879: I pl. 62); Mariette (1885: 565); Smith (1952: 115 [fig. 3]); Reisner & 
Smith (1955: 6, pl. 8a); Schmitz (1976: 55, 135-136); Baud (1999: II 468-46985]); Jinosi (1996: 10); Gund-
acker (2006: 265-270) & (2008); Callender (2011: 66-79); cf. also Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 187). 
74  Callender (2011: 69-70) & (2012: 71-75). 
75  Fischer (1964) & (1996: 29±31, 39). 
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cial of the Fourth Dynasty of unknown name who served as  jmj-rA pr-
H nj nfrw “overseer of the treasury of Sneferu”,  jmj-rA pr-H nj 
Uwj=f-wj “overseer of the treasury of Cheops”,  [jmj-rA pr-H nj] +6w-
9j=f “[overseer of the treasury of] Redjedef” and  jmj-rA pr-H nj 
[U6j=f-+6w] “overseer of the treasury of [Chephren]”76 and Shepsesptah of SaTTarah77 
who served as  [wr-xrp.w-Hmw.t m pr].wj nj AH-wj-+6w “great-
est of directors of craftsmanship in both houses of Sahure” and, although those titles are 
lost and have to be restored conjecturally,78 wr-xrp.w-Hmw.t m pr.wj nj 'fr-jrw-@A-+6w 
“greatest of directors of craftsmanship in both houses of 1eferirkare”, wr-xrp.w-Hmw.t 
m pr.wj nj +6w-nfr=f “greatest of directors of craftsmanship in both houses of Renefer-
ef”, wr-xrp.w-Hmw.t m pr.wj nj Xpcc-@A-+6w “greatest of directors of craftsmanship in 
both houses of Shepseskare”. There is thus no reason to decline the commonly accepted 
analysis of Meretites’ titles as wr.t-Htc nj.t nfrw “she great of favour of Sneferu” and 
wr.t-Htc nj.t ^wj=f-wj “she great of favour of Cheops”. ConseTuently, they clearly 
indicate a close relationship of Meretites to both Sneferu and Cheops, perhaps as a 
king’s wife if the title under discussion can be taken at face value.79 The Tuoted titles of 
officials and those of Tueen Meretites share yet another remarkable feature which is that 
they all lack the otherwise freTuently met honorific transposition of the king’s name. 
The reason for mentioning the name of the father to whom Meretites bore a child 
(Hetepheres II) on frag. 24-12-1000 is thus simply that there were two possibilities of 
descent: Hetepheres II could have been a daughter of Sneferu or of Cheops via Meret-
ites. In the case of Meresanch III, the same can be observed. Theoretically, she could 
have been a daughter of Kawab or of a king, most likely Redjedef, which demanded to 
state Kawab as her true father in order to avoid misunderstandings given that, secondar-
ily, she had been granted the title of sA.t-njcwt nj.t 1.t=f “king’s daughter of his body”.  
In summary, it appears prudent to separate frag. 24-12-1122 from the others and to attempt at 
reconstructing a scene of descent based on frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 alone. The 
hanging hand of the figure standing on the right hand side of the scene need not necessarily be 
a male, but it can be a female. It is impossible to identify the actual findspot of frag. 24-12-
1000 and frag. 24-12-1002, which have probably been found in or near the chapel of Kawab 
(G 7120), but even if they were found there, it cannot be excluded that they originated in 
Hetepheres II’s chapel (G 7110). Furthermore, there is no sound reason to assume that a scene 
relating her descent was inappropriate for the cult chapel usually (and simplistically) assigned 
                                                          
76  Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 760); Strudwick (1985: 45-51, pl. IV) & (1986: 169-170); Fischer (1996: 
29-30, 39   pl. 5). 
77  Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 464); Mariette (1885: 112-113, 451-453); Sethe (1933: 51 (11)-53 (13)); 
James (1961: 17, pl. XVII); Baud (1999: II 452-454 [no. 68]) & (2005: 95-96); Dorman (2002); Kloth (2002: 
15-16 [no. 29], SDssiP); Gundacker (2015); cf. also Jones (2001: no. 490).  
78  Cf. Gundacker (2015); Sabu Ibebi, perhaps a grandchild of Shepsesptah of SaTTarah (Porter & Moss 1928-
2012: III.2 460; Mariette 1885: 412-415; Sethe 1933: 82 (3)-84 (6); Borchardt 1937-1964: II 31-34, pl. 65; 
Kloth 2002: 30 [no. 64]; el-Khadragy 2005; cf. also Jones 2001: no. 1451), bore a set of structurally identical 
titles which, however, display the expected honorific transposition of the king’s name. 
79  Cf. for this issue the discussion and the references Baud (1999: II 468-469 [no. 85]); Gundacker (2006: 265-
270) & (2008); Callender (2011: 66-79). 
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to Kawab alone. (ven though the exact placement of frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002 
reTuires moderate modification, they cannot be moved too much in consideration of their text. 
Moreover, it must be said that the inscription on frag. 24-12-1000 displays the third person 
feminine singular form of the dependent personal pronoun, cj “her”, which must denote a 
daughter, not a son. And finally, the statement on frag. 24-12-1000 that the child borne by 
Meretites was fathered by Cheops is entirely in line with her genealogical statement in the 
chapel of Meresanch III (G 7530sub). At the same time, the personal circumstances of Meret-
ites, who perhaps was the wife of both Sneferu and Cheops,80 reTuired a clarifying testimony 
concerning Hetepheres II’s descent. All this taken together reTuires a modified reconstruction 
of the genealogical scene with Meretites as the mother of Hetepheres II (fig. 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: The genealogical scene depicting Hetepheres II and her mother Meretites 
(originally published in Gundacker 2006: 467 [fig. 48b]   2008: 29 [fig. 7]; 
drawing by L. Majerus with slight modifications by R. Gundacker) 
                                                          
80  For the ongoing discussion of this issue and for additional bibliographical references, cf. Baud (1999: II 468-
469 [no. 485]); Callender (2011: 73-74) & (2012: 71-75). 
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5. Fragment 24-12-1122: A Fragment from a Genealogical Scene of Kawab 
 
As soon as frag. 24-12-1122 is not combined with frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002, the 
Tuestion arises to what kind of scene this fragment could belong.81 Given that the hieroglyphs 
of Kawab’s name and a title indicate two different reading directions, I would like to suggest 
that frag. 24-12-1122 belonged to a second scene of descent which followed the same prin-
ciples of composition as the genealogical scene of Hetepheres II with mother and daughter 
facing each other (fig. 5). Kawab is thus to be found on the right hand side, but the “pintail 
duck” (Gardiner G 39) of the caption of the figure on the left hand side renders it difficult to 
identify it as a son or daughter of Kawab or as his mother, though the latter seems preferable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5: Conjectural draft of the genealogical scene depicting Kawab and his mother 
(drawing by R. Gundacker)  
 
At any rate, it is surprising that the string of titles for Kawab’s mother starts with a “pintail 
duck” (Gardiner G 39) indicating the word sA.t “daughter”. We thus face only two options: On 
the one hand, Kawab’s mother could have born the title sA.t-njcwt “king’s daughter”. Accord-
                                                          
81  1either W. S. Smith and W. Kelly Simpson nor V. G. Callender have ever addressed this issue. Cf. also n. 127. 
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ingly, Kawab should be viewed as the son of a princess and an unknown father, be it a king or 
not. In spite of this, B. Schmitz82 demonstrated that Kawab must have been the son of a king 
because of his title sA-njcwt cmcw “eldest king’s son”, which to wear was, in the Fourth Dyn-
asty, a privilege of princes of the blood royal. We would thus face the strange situation that a 
king fathered a boy with a princess and that she perceived her basic title as sA.t-njcwt “king’s 
daughter” as so important to have it included in this short caption. <et, a closer look at the 
genealogical scenes of Hetepheres II (G 7110/20),83 Chaefchufu (G 7140)84 and Meresanch III 
(G 7530sub)85 reveals an astounding detail: The mother, a Tueen in all three instances, never 
uses a title which straightforwardly makes mention of njcwt “the king” as in sA.t-njcwt “king’s 
daughter”, Hm.t-njcwt “king’s daughter” or, hypothetically, mw.t-njcwt “king’s mother”. This 
is even the more surprising since all those scenes suffer from space constraints and one of 
those titles would have clarified the mother’s rank and status beyond ambiguity. However, 
such titles only can be found in abundance, e.g., in a scene with sufficient space for long 
captions of Sechemkare with his mother Hekenuhedjet (LG 89)86 and in the very spacious 
scene with mother (Hetepheres II), daughter (Meresanch III) and grandson (1ebemachet) on 
the west wall of the main chamber of G 7530sub.87 Apparently, Tueens as mothers preferred 
to use other components of their title strings when they were depicted in genealogical scenes 
stating the descent of their children.88 ConseTuently, the title sA.t-njcwt “king’s daughter” 
becomes a rather unlikely candidate for the mother in Kawab’s scene of descent.  
Another title, which can be suggested instead of sA.t-njcwt “king’s daughter”, is sA.t-n-r 
“daughter of the god”.89 It is important to remember that this title is only borne by king’s 
mothers, which provides an exceptional opportunity to identify Kawab’s mother. During the 
reign of Cheops, when Kawab’s and Hetepheres II’s mastabah (G 7110/20) was built, only the 
reigning king’s mother, Hetepheres I,90 held this title in a distinctive variant sA.t-n-r nj.t 1.t=f 
“daughter of the god of his body”. If this be accepted, Kawab would have been the son of 
Sneferu and Hetepheres I and, thus, a full brother of Cheops. This definitely contradicts the 
FRPPunis RSiniR that Kawab was a favourite son of Cheops, allegedly his designated heir and 
crown prince.91 But one has to admit that the reasons for this assumption are comparably 
                                                          
82  Schmitz (1976: 55-57, 91-95). 
83  Cf. the reconstruction proposed in section 4 further above.   
84  Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26). 
85  Dunham & Simpson (1974: pl. IV, fig. 4). One should also mention here that sA.t njcwt-7jt ^wj=f-wj “the 
daughter of the King of 8pper and Lower (gypt Cheops” cannot be viewed as an unusual variant of Hetep-
heres II’s title sA.t-njcwt “king’s daughter”, but that this is a genuine explanatory statement of genealogical 
content. For that reason, it was placed in front of Hetepheres II apart from her name and titles. 
86  Hassan (1932-1960: IV 117 [fig. 62]); cf. Porter & Moss (1928-2012: II.2 233-234); Jinosi (2005: 375-379). 
87  Dunham & Simpson (1974: pl. VII, fig. 7). 
88  The rest of the genealogical scenes assembled by Schmitz (1976: 46-56) fit this observation. 
89  Cf. Schmitz (1976: 134-140); Callender (1991) & (2011: 329-331); Baud (1999: I 141-149).  
90  Reisner (1927a), (1928), (1931: 70-72) & (1942: 240-242); Smith (1952) & (1971: 164-166); Lehner (1985); 
Baud (1999: II 525-527 [no. 162]); Gundacker (2006: 253-264) & (2006a); Callender (2011: 60-66 [with 
further bibliographical references]) & (2012: 64-70). 
91  Reisner (1931: 240-241) & (1942: 28, 373); Smith (1952: 124) & (1971: 165-166, 170-171); Reisner & Smith 
(1955: 3-9); Baer (1960: 140 [no. 513]); Schmitz (1976: 55-57, 66); Porter & Moss (1928-2012: III.2 187); 
Simpson (1978: 1-2); Strudwick (1986: 146 [no. 140]); Baud (1999: II 586-587 [no. 230]); Schneider (2002: 
100); Dessoudeix (2008: 62-63); Dodson (2010: 58); Stadelmann (2010); Callender (2011: 71-79). It is now 
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meagre. Since it can be demonstrated that Meretites was not the mother of Kawab, only two 
arguments remain in favour of his being a son of Cheops.  
The first is that Kawab and his wife Hetepheres II had a tomb (G 7110/20) in the (ast 
Field, the necropolis of the royal family of Cheops. This privilege is usually accepted as 
indicative for his descent from Cheops, but his marriage with Hetepheres II, a daughter of 
Cheops and Meretites, may eTually suffice.92 It is thus inadeTuate to attempt at deducing 
Kawab’s exact family relations from the location of his tomb, which altogether was an idea of 
G. A. Reisner93 but was shown not to work properly by P. Jinosi.94  
The second piece of evidence is the lower part of a statue found at the temple of Ptah 
in Memphis, whereto Chaemwaset must have brought it judging from his restoration inscrip-
tion.95 While the front of this statue displays an inscription from the Fourth Dynasty giving 
Kawab’s name and titles, the three sides of the block throne bear a lengthy inscription of Cha-
emwaset in fourteen columns. 8nfortunately, this text is damaged and difficult to understand, 
but, in line (2), Chaemwaset utters his desire to act for  twt pn nj sA-njcwt 
$A=j-w67.j “this statue of the king’s son Kawab”, which he had found in debris.96 A passage in 
line (4), , which M. Baud97 understood as [/// /// m]rjj nj jtj=f 
njcwt-7jt ^wj=f-wj98 “[/// ///] the beloved of his father, the King of 8pper and Lower (gypt 
Cheops”, is crucial for the investigation of Kawab’s descent. Taking into consideration the 
preposition m “in” at the beginning of line (4) and the mention of  1nw.t 
nj.t ^6j=f-+6w “the well (or reservoir) of Chephren” in line (14), this passage, in fact, must be 
analysed differently. Already F. Gomaj99 pointed out that the lacuna must have contained a 
place name of which only the determinative, the “channel filled with water” (Gardiner 1 36), 
is preserved, which M. Baud took as part of mrj “to love, to desire”. And there is yet another 
difficulty: jtj=f does not only mean “his father”, it can also stand more freely for “his forefa-
                                                                                                                                                                                     
commonly accepted that there was neither the office nor the title of crown prince during the Old Kingdom, cf. 
Schmitz (1976: 69, 136 [with n.1]); Stadelmann (1984: 169) & (2010); Strudwick (1985: 146-147 [no. 140]); 
Jinosi (1997) & (2005: 101); Bolshakov (1995); Callender (2011: 83, 93-94, 126). 
92  R. Stadelmann’s (2010: 299 [n. 19]) objection that, if Kawab as a brother of Cheops was granted a tomb in 
the (ast Field, also Hemjunu would have had an eTual claim, falls short for three reasons: First, Kawab was a 
son-in-law of Cheops via his marriage with Hetepheres II, a daughter of Cheops, whereas Hemjunu was 
certainly not married to a daughter of Cheops if he was married at all (Junker 1929-1955: I 132-162; Schmitz 
1976: 68-70, 92-93, 101-105, 127, 329; Baud 1999: II 516-517 [no. 151]; Jinosi 2005: 114-117, 125, 205; 
Gundacker 2006: 299-302). Second, Hemjunu was not even a brother of Cheops, but, as a son of 1efermaat 
and Itet, Cheops’ nephew (cf. the attestations of Hemjunu in his father’s tomb at Maidum; Petrie 1890: pl. V; 
Junker 1929-1955: I 133, 137-138; Bolshakov 1991; Harpur 2001: 59-61 [fig. 72-74], 69-70 [fig. 78], 80-84 
[fig. 81-84], 86-87 [fig. 86], 90 [fig. 90]). Third, the biggest mastabah of all in the (ast Field, G 7510, was 
the burial place of Anchhaef, who, according to the FRPPunis RSiniR, is a (half) brother of Cheops and was 
married to a presumed daughter of Cheops called Hetepheres (cf. Reisner 1942: 81; Reisner & Smith 1955: 
11; Schmitz 1976: 96; Baud 1999: II 424-425 [no. 35]; Jinosi 2005: 110-111; Gundacker 2006: 271-274). 
93  Cf. Reisner (1931: 239-242) and the discussion in H[tHnsR in Reisner (1942). 
94  Jinosi (2005: 58-60, 84-100); cf. also Lehner (1985: 41-42, 51-59, 72-74); Callender (2012). 
95  Gomaj (1973: 67-69, 84, 119 [fig. 19], pl. 4); Kitchen (1969-1990: II 872-873); Milek (1992: 62); Fisher 
(2001: I pl. 139-140, II 125); Snape (2011). 
96  Perhaps from Ramesside stone robbery" Cf. n. 15 further above.  
97  Baud (1999: II 586 [no. 230]). 
98  For Cheops’ name and the various spellings of it, cf. 4uack (2004); Gundacker (2013: 64-78). 
99  Gomaj (1973: 68 [n. b]); cf. Snape (2011: 472-473).  
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ther, ancestor”.100 Since this inscription aims at linking Chaemwaset to the ancestors of the far 
past, it is not self-evident whether he connects himself to the line of kings by referring to “his 
forefather” Cheops or whether he speaks of Kawab’s father. However, even if this was to be 
comprehended in such a way that it denoted Cheops as Kawab’s father, this inscription still 
would be separated from Kawab’s time by more than a millennium, which casts doubt on its 
reliability. This inscription is thus ambiguous at best and cannot serve as hard evidence. 
After all, it appears much more credible that Kawab was a son of Sneferu101 than of 
Cheops. If we furthermore accept that Hetepheres I was Kawab’s mother, as is indicated by 
frag. 24-12-1122, we may attempt at reconstructing the rest of the inscriptions. With Hetep-
heres I’s special title of sA.t-n-r nj.t 1.t=f “daughter of the god of his body” and a statement of 
descent like in Chaefchufu’s and, PutDnGR PutDtR, Hetepheres II’s genealogical scenes,102 the 
following more complete ± though highly conjectural ± reconstruction may be offered (fig. 6):  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Conjectural reconstruction of the genealogical scene depicting  
Kawab and his mother Hetepheres I (drawing by R. Gundacker)  
                                                          
100  (rman & Grapow (1982: I 141 (16)-(17)). 
101  Cf. Jinosi (2005: 101-103); Gundacker (2006: 265-270, 275-284, 298) & (2008: 28-30, 34-37). 
102  Cf. Simpson (1978: 11, pl. XVI (a), fig. 26) and section 4 further above. 
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(xcursus: Kawab and His Homonymous (ldest Son Kawab (the <ounger) 
 
In the offering chamber of Kawab’s chapel (G 7120),103 on the right hand side, next to the 
false door, Kawab is depicted together with a son of his and his wife. Accordingly, there can 
be no doubt that Kawab and Hetepheres II had at least two children, the son mentioned and 
Meresanch III. An unnumbered fragment104 from the west wall of chamber (B) shows Kawab 
and two small figures behind him, but it is unclear whether these represent two sons of Kawab 
or personnel. Whether Kawab and Hetepheres had more than two children is impossible to 
say due to the extreme destruction of the chapel and its reliefs. The only child whose fate is 
known is Meresanch III, all the others fell into oblivion. 
G. A. Reisner and W. S. Smith105 estimated that Kawab made arrangements for 10 or 
maybe 20 statues in the portico and the rooms of his chapel (G 7120), of which only a few 
larger fragments a numerous splinters remain. The statue mentioned above, which Chaem-
waset had transferred to the temple of Ptah in Memphis, certainly was one of them.106 The 
original inscriptions from the Fourth Dynasty on the front side call Kawab jrj-p6w.t tAjtj cA7 
-Atj $A=j-w67.j “hereditary prince, judge and vizier Kawab” (right) and jrj-p6w.t sA-njcwt nj 
1.t=f $A=j-w67.j “hereditary prince, king’s son of his body Kawab” (left). Kawab is thus refer-
red to with the highest titles of office (tAjtj cA7 -Atj “judge and vizier”)107 and of court rank.  
                                                          
103  Simpson (1978: 4, pl. VII (a), fig. 5, 15). 
104  Simpson (1978: 3, pl. VII (b), fig. 5, 13 [top]). 
105  Smith (1949: 30); Simpson (1978: 7). 
106  Jd( 40431; Gomaj (1973: 67-69, 84, 119 [fig. 19], pl. 4); Kitchen (1969-1993: II 872-873); Simpson (1978: 
8 [n. 20]); Milek (1992: 62); Fisher (2001: I pl. 139-140, II 125); Snape (2011). 
107  Baer (1960: 140 [no. 513]); Strudwick (1986: 146 [no. 140]); Baud (1999: 586-587 [no. 230]). In fact, this is 
the only explicit attestation of Kawab as vizier. A fragment from the bottom of a column of text from his 
chapel (G 7120), frag. 24-12-937, is sometimes thought to mention the title [w]r-9j[w-pr-eHwtj] “greatest of 
the five of Toth” (Simpson 1978: 8, fig. 15; Strudwick 1986: 146 [no. 140], 308-309; Baud 1999: II 586 [no. 
239]; Jones 2001: no. 1471). This interpretation is, however, very insecure because total transposition of pr-
eHwtj is rare and the division of a title at the transition from one column to another is unheard of in the early 
Fourth Dynasty. Furthermore, frag. 24-12-937 shows a “mouth” (Gardiner D 21), the supposed complement 
of the “swallow” (Gardiner G 36), which is highly unusual for this subsidiary title of the vizierate. Another 
piece from the inscriptions, frag. 24-12-1124 (Simpson 1978: 8, fig. 15), displays a “swallow” (Gardiner G 
36), but this alone is insufficient for the conjecture of the title under discussion. This may eTually well have 
formed part of a title like wr-mAw “greatest of seers” (a title of the high priest of Heliopolis originally con-
nected to the prospection of Tuarries, cf. Rahotep’s title string, Baud 1999: II 512 [no. 143]; Harpur 2001; cf. 
in general Helck 1954: 96 & 1987: 281; Schmitz 1976: 71; Jones 2001: no. 1428) or wr-mw-am6w “great 
one of the ten of 8pper (gypt” (perhaps a college of advisors of the king, which developed out of an assem-
bly of local princes in the (arly Dynastic Period, cf. Helck 1954: 102 & 1987: 278, 281; cf. also Jones 2001: 
no. 1437; R. Stadelmann 2010: 298-299 supposed that this council chose the future king). During the Fourth 
Dynasty, the title xrp jA.t n7.t n-rj.t “director of every divine mound” was commonly, though not exclusively, 
borne by viziers (Helck 1954: 52; Strudwick 1986: 315; Jones 2001: no. 2541). Kawab held the very similar 
title xrp jA.wt n-rj.wt “director of the divine mounds”, which may or may not be eTuivalent with the afore-
mentioned so that this does not represent a firm piece of evidence. ConseTuently, neither Kawab’s sarcopha-
gus nor the fragments of the chapel’s reliefs display a definitive trace of a title connected to the vizierate. 
Only the statue found in Memphis bears witness for Kawab’s vizierate, which altogether may indicate that 
his tomb had been decorated and his sarcophagus inscribed when, at an old age, he was unexpectedly 
appointed vizier (cf. Baud 1999: II 586-587 [no. 230]; Jinosi 2005: 102-103). Anyway, this remarkable 
statue proves V. G. Callender’s (2011: 100 [n. 61]) opinion that Kawab never had become vizier wrong. 
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Further fragments show other parts of Kawab’s title string or his name, above all jrj-
p6w.t sA-njcwt $A=j-w67.j “hereditary prince, king’s son Kawab” (frag. 25-1-393, lower part of 
a sTuatting statue)108 and [///] HAt.j-6w $A=j[w67.j] “[///] duke Ka[wab]” (frag. 24-12-467, frag-
ment of a standing or seated statue).109 All these fragments attest the highest titles of Kawab’s 
time, which makes it even the more surprising that there are a few pieces with very modest 
titles. The most significant example is the lower part of a sTuatting scribe statue (frag. 34-4-
1a), which was found under a roofing block of the portico (D) and bears three inscriptions: 
wr-mw-am6w $A=j-w67.j “great one of the ten of 8pper (gypt Kawab” (belt and unrolled 
papyrus) and [/// ///] sA=f cmcw wr-mw-am6w $A=j-w67=j “[/// ///] his eldest son, great one of 
the ten of 8pper (gypt Kawab” (front side of the base).110 On the base, the traces before the 
name allow for no restoration, but they definitely do not fit a cartouche so that a special kind 
of reference to a king as the father111 can be excluded.112 (ven though the Tuality of the statue 
is good, the titles are so unexpectedly low-ranking that Kawab does not seem a fitting candi-
date. This holds particularly true since the title sA-njcwt “king’s son” is missing and there is no 
unambiguous attestation of the title wr-mw-am6w “great one of the ten of 8pper (gypt” for 
Kawab.113 It is thus tempting and plausible to posit that this statue represented a son of Kawab 
and Hetepheres II who was named after his father. It may well be that Kawab had this statue 
made and erected in the portico (D) of his chapel, but that, some time later, a homonymous 
son of his had these inscriptions added. Whether or not Kawab (the <ounger) is identical with 
the boy depicted together with his parents in the offering chamber (A) of Kawab’s chapel (G 
7120) is unknown, but the fact that the inscriptions of this statue cannot refer to the king’s son 
Kawab is supported by M. Baud and V. G. Callender.114 Another piece of a statue (frag. 24-
12-339)115 was found in the avenue south of mastabah G 7220 and displays the title cmHr-w6jtj 
nj mrw.t “sole companion out of affection” which is a title KRnRUis FDusD116 and appears thus 
unfitting for a prince of the blood royal who held much more prestigious titles. Finally, frag. 
                                                          
108  Simpson (1978: 7, fig. 18). 
109  Simpson (1978: 8, fig. 18). 
110  Simpson (1978: 7, fig. 17-18); cf. also photographs B8338B1S, B8339B1S and SC127287 (accessed via 7KH 
*i]D $UFKiYHs, http://www.gizapyramids.org/). The offering formula of the third Tuotation is omitted here. 
111  Cf. (del (1953: 336) & (1955-1964: I §§ 306-307); Schmitz (1976: 46-48). 
112  M. Baud (1999: II 586-587 [no. 230]) pointed out that even if no text is missing, sA=f cmcw “his eldest son” 
may rely on an external point of reference, most likely a relief or a nearby statue. If so, Kawab must be the 
father because statues or depictions of the king are unattested in the tomb chapels of commoners during the 
Old Kingdom. Alternatively, the scarce traces may perhaps be restored to read  sA-njcwt $A=j-
w67=j “the king’s son Kawab”, which would settle the debate, but this remains entirely uncertain. 
113  It is important to stress that sA=f cmcw “his eldest son” is not a form of or an adeTuate replacement for the title 
of sA-njcwt “king’s son” (Gundacker 2006: 276 & 2008: 33). 
114  Baud (1999: II 586-587 [no. 230]); Callender (2011: 101). R. Stadelmann’s (2010: 299 [n. 19]) allegation 
that I “invent[ed] a mysterious first consort and a son with identical name” for no reason is therefore to be 
rejected. Whether or not Hetepheres II was the second wife of Kawab remains a matter of debate and solely 
depends on the deduced age of Kawab, which itself depends on when he may have been born, rather early as 
a son of Sneferu or rather late as a son of Cheops. From the available data, a marriage of Kawab with another 
woman before he wedded Hetepheres II is at least not precluded (cf. Jinosi 2005: 102-103). 
115  Simpson (1978: 7, fig. 18). 
116  Cf. Fischer (1978: 49); Hannig (2003: 1141-1142); for a slightly different understanding of this epithet, cf. 
Baud (1999: I 265); Jones (2001: no. 1753, 3277); cf. also Gundacker (2006: 276) & (2008: 33). 
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24-12-201 must be mentioned, which was found in the G 7100 street near Hetepheres II’s 
chapel.117 The hieroglyphs on this fragment, , are commonly understood as n7 jmAxw 
xft [///] “lord of reverence opposite of [///]”, but instead of xft “opposite of” one would expect 
xr “at, with”. However, the arrangement of the hieroglyphs, which are mediocre in style, is 
fairly strange so that the following alternative may at least be worth consideration: n7-jmAxw 
x[r] jtj=f “lord of reverence bef[ore] his father”.118 In order to achieve this, a “mouth” 
(Gardiner D 21) has to be restored in the lacuna above the “bread” (Gardiner X 1): . 
Since two subsidiary mastabahs (G 7111 and G 7112)119 are located near the findspot of this 
fragment, the statue, to which this fragment once belonged, may have been owned by a man 
who was buried in a shaft associated with one of the subsidiary mastabahs.120  
Regrettably, it remains unknown whether the owners of those subsidiary tombs were 
offspring of Kawab and Hetepheres II, or otherwise related to them, or not. It is tempting to 
interpret n7-jmAxw x[r] jtj=f “lord of reverence before his father” as a phrase incised for a son 
or grandson of Kawab and Hetepheres II with jtj=f “his (grand)father” referring to Kawab, but 
the available data is insufficient to substantiate this claim. With reference to the miniature 
vessels and other burial eTuipment, which G. A. Reisner found in the burial apartments of 
those subsidiary mastabahs, it is at least safe to say that the burials were interred in the later 
Fourth and early Fifth Dynasties,121 which at least does not exclude such a conclusion. 
We may thus summarise that Kawab and Hetepheres had, in addition to Merisanch III, 
their daughter, at least one son, maybe two. According to a statue fragment (frag. 34-4-1a) 
bearing distinctly different and rather low-ranking titles when compared to Kawab’s, one son 
was also called Kawab, just like his father. 8nfortunately, there is no information about this 
son, Kawab (the <ounger), and the fate of this branch of the family. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
The extremely fragmentary state of the reliefs from the chapels of Kawab and Hetepheres II 
(G 7120 and G 7110) renders it tremendously difficult to draw any far reaching conclusions. 
(very scattered piece of information reTuires fantasy and creativity in order to draft overarch-
ing theories, but, at the same time, one has to stay with the regrettably few hard facts. How 
difficult this process can be is best demonstrated by G. A. Reisner’s, W. S. Smith’s and W. K. 
Simpson’s ingenious conclusions, assumptions and reconstructions, which nevertheless have 
become too fanciful and too extravagant in the periphery. 1evertheless, the very core of their 
observations remains invaluable and irreplaceable. (very attempt to assess the history of the 
early Fourth Dynasty must therefore start from their work, with all due respect, but also with 
the courage to change what appears implausible in the light of more recent research. 
                                                          
117  Simpson (1978: 8, fig. 17). 
118  In the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties, this phrase is attested several times; for references, cf. Hannig (2003: 137). 
119  Simpson (1978: 28-31). 
120  Three more fragments show traces of the name Kawab (25-1-1313, 24-12-978, V (")), but this is insufficient 
for any further conclusion (Simpson 1978: 8, fig. 17). 
121  Cf. a sealing with the name of king 1irewoser in the latest of the six shafts (G 7112A; Simpson 1978: 28; 
Reisner & Smith 1955: 53, fig. 52). 
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8nder this premise, the present article has re-evaluated the material which is common-
ly used to define the lineage of Kawab and Hetepheres II. A close examination of the frag-
ments traditionally involved in Kawab’s supposed genealogical scene (frag. 24-12-1000, frag. 
24-12-1002, frag. 24-12-1122) revealed significant difficulties, above all, that the findspots of 
all three fragments are unknown and that their attribution to the chapel of Kawab (G 7120) or 
Hetepheres II (G 7110) is conjectural. Moreover, the philological analysis of the text remains 
produced valuable results. It is particularly important to stress that the preserved inscriptional 
evidence found on frag. 24-12-1000, i.e., a dependent personal pronoun cj “she”, proves that 
the respective scene was about the descent of a woman, which must be Hetepheres II. For that 
reason, it is possible to reconstruct a genealogical scene which states that Hetepheres II was 
borne to Cheops by Meretites (frag. 24-12-1000 and frag. 24-12-1002). This first scene of 
descent is in full accord with further information known from the so-called stela of Meretites 
and from depictions of Hetepheres II in the tomb of her daughter Meresanch III (G 7530sub). 
At the same time, frag. 24-12-1122 allowed us to propose a second scene of descent which 
deals with the lineage of Kawab. In case the discussion above finds agreement, Kawab can be 
identified as a son of Hetepheres I and Sneferu, and thus a full brother of Cheops. 1aturally, 
one would assume that Kawab was a younger brother of Cheops, but since Kawab was unex-
pectedly appointed vizier when his tomb was completed, so that this new title only was added 
on at least one statue, it appears more plausible that he was an elder brother of Cheops.122 
Accordingly, Kawab would have been a grown up man at the time of the accession of Cheops, 
but Hetepheres II was not yet born. The stela of Meretites clearly states that she, perhaps as a 
Tueen-consort, was first connected to the court of Sneferu and then to the court of Cheops. 
Therefore, Hetepheres II cannot have been born before the early years of Cheops’, but a time 
much later is also excluded because she was a grown up woman before the accession of Re-
djedef who most likely became her second husband. As a result, Kawab could have been mar-
ried with another woman before he wedded Hetepheres II, though there is no firm evidence. 
From the scattered reliefs and statue fragments, we know that Kawab and Hetepheres II had at 
least two children, Kawab (the <ounger) and Meresanch III, but maybe also a second son.123  
The extreme destruction of Kawab’s chapel (G 7120) renders it very difficult to as-
cribe the two genealogical scenes to a specific wall. Referring to the work of W. S. Smith and 
W. K. Simpson,124 it is the best and most elegant solution to assign the scene which relates the 
                                                          
122  This leaves us with concerns with regards to the mode of royal succession, but in the end this is due to a very 
much (urocentric expectation of clearly defined succession rules after the model of (Semi-)Salic law. In the 
end we have to confess that the principles and laws of royal succession are unknown for the Old Kingdom. 
Cf. Schmitz (1976: 69, 136 [with n.1]); Stadelmann (1984: 169) & (2008); Strudwick (1985: 146-147 [no. 
140]); Jinosi (1997) & (2005: 101); Bolshakov (1995); Callender (2011: 83, 93-94, 126). 
123  This is also interesting in the light of the recent discussion on regnal lengths, because of the time needed for 
Hetepheres to grow up and bear (at least) two children for Kawab. It seems difficult to see this fit into a reign 
of much less than 25 years, which is in accord with the regnal years attested in the western desert (Kuhlmann 
2005) and in the papyri from Wadi el-Jarf (Tallet 2017). (ven though this is hardly more than general sup-
positions, it might speak in favour of the traditional model of cattle counts being carried out on a regular 
biennial basis during the Fourth Dynasty (cf. Gundacker 2006: 315-342 & 2015a vs. 1olan 2003, 2008 & 
2015; cf. also the contribution of Verner 2001, 2006 & 2008). Whatever the case may be, this crucial prob-
lem of Old Kingdom chronology cannot be discussed here on a broader basis for reasons of time and space. 
124  Simpson (1978: 3, fig. 5). 
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descent of Kawab to the faoade of the offering chamber (A), which is the west wall of room 
(B). By contrast, it is much more difficult to find a suitable setting for the genealogical scene 
of Hetepheres II. Given the problems with the archaeological circumstances, it is of course 
possible that this scene of descent formed part of the decoration in the chapel of Hetepheres II 
(G 7110), of which hardly any fragments survived.125 However, if the fragments were found 
in or near Kawab’s chapel (G 7120) and if one is willing to accept this as indicative for their 
origin, this genealogical scene may have belonged to room (B). According to this proposition, 
the southern portion of the west wall of this room would have displayed, from south to north, 
the genealogical scene of Kawab and a large relief depicting Kawab with two sons or servants. 
Right in between these two scenes was situated the door to the offering chamber (A), which 
was built into the core of the mastabah. The northern portion of this same wall contained pro-
visions for some of the statues of Kawab. The north wall was dominated by the entrance door 
from room (C), and the south wall cannot have been the place of origin of the genealogical 
scene of Hetepheres II because of a window. It is thus the east wall which may have held the 
scene relating Hetepheres II’s descent. Since frag. 24-12-1002 apparently shows the remains 
of a limiting line on the left hand side, Hetepheres II’s scene of descent may have opened the 
east wall of chamber (B) next to the north wall with the entrance door from room (C). In case 
this impression is correct, the entire chamber was dominated by a relief programme relating 
the family history with Hetepheres II’s descent near the northeast corner, with Kawab’s de-
scent near the southwest corner, and with a scene depicting Kawab and, perhaps, two sons on 
the west wall which furthermore contained several statue niches.126 <et another representation 
of Kawab, this time watching country life and various activities of daily life, was certainly an 
additional dominating element in the supposed programme of large scale representations of 
family members.127 In between the genealogical scene of Hetepheres II and Kawab, scenes of 
bird and game hunt, of slaughtering oxen, of fishing, of papyrus production, a scene involving 
a herdsmen, a boat scene and others more had their place.128  
It is obvious that every attempt to reconstruct the relief programme of the chapels of 
mastabah G 7110/20 is extremely difficult. This not only holds true for the decoration pro-
gramme as a whole, but also for individual scenes, in particular the genealogical scenes of 
Kawab and Hetepheres II. Whether or not the reconstruction of those scenes and of their 
background as proposed here fit the bigger picture of history, must be left to future research. 
                                                          
125  Simpson (1978: 4-5, pl. IX (c), fig. 16). 
126  Cf. Simpson (1978: 2-4, fig. 5). 
127  If, beforehand, one is not willing to accept that frag. 24-12-1122 formed part of a genealogical scene, it ap-
peared possible that, alternatively, this fragment formed part of a scene with Hetepheres II (right hand side) 
and Kawab (left hand side) facing each other. Then, the remains of the woman’s title on the left hand side in-
deed could be restored to sA[.t-njcwt] “king’s daughter”, which would be followed by her name. Beyond that, 
however, I have no persuading idea with what to fill the rest of the space between the two figures (perhaps a 
child"). As a final point, content and message of this scene would remain a mystery, and I know of no such 
scene with husband and wife facing each other from the Old Kingdom (cf. Harpur 1987). For that reason, this 
should be considered an extremely unlikely solution which is very much inferior to genealogical scene. 
128  Simpson (1978: 3). There was another depiction of Hetepheres II on the western portion of the north wall of 
chamber (B), perhaps facing Kawab opposite the door (Simpson 1978: 2, pl. V (b), fig. 10 (C); cf. section 4 
ad frag. 24-12-861). Obviously, Kawab and Hetepheres were both prominently represented in chapel G 7120. 
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